THE ECONOMY OF INDO-CHINA
are well paid and well treated. The perpetual need for labour is the
unanswerable argument to humanitarian reproaches, and it explains
the divergence between law and practice. It is certain that requisitioned
labour has given way in large measure to contract labour, and in time
both may decline before the prevalence of free labour. Emperor Bao
Dai's Labour Charter of 1933 recognizes its inherent injustice, and its
solely exceptional necessity. Only high state officials, with the consent
of elected assemblies, may requisition labour, and then solely for
emergencies of public necessity. Such service must be remunerated at
faed wages, and only used where free kbour is not available. The 1937
Labour Charter abolished corvees unconditionally in the directly
administered countries of the Union.
Labow in the Pacific Islands
In the last decade of the nineteenth century a group of French mer-
chants recruited Annamites, through Chinese agents, for work in the
Pacific Islands. All the phenomena of early contract labour, under the
appearance of legality, characterized this abominable trade—the separa-
tion of families and deception about the work and its fabulous salaries.
The first period, 1890-95, was the worst, and few lived to be repatriated.
After this the government became somewhat stirred and ordered an
inquiry. Nevertheless, Doumer reauthorized this trade, despite many
strong remonstrances.
These circumstances were almost identically reproduced in the
1920*5. The first detachment of workers was such a success that one
French company created a direct boat service between Lido-China and
the Islands. Seven ships between 1920 and 1928 carried 9,363 coolies,
who were deposited in about equal proportions at NouveUe Caledonie
and the Nouvelles Hebrides, The former island possessed such raw
materials needed by France as cotton, coffee, cacao, copra, nickel, and
chromium, all concentrated in a relatively smaE area. A steady diminu-
tion in the number of natives necessitated this importation of labour,
and the Annamites were very successful in supplying the need. The
Mauds experienced a revival. New colonists came and business begaa
to flourish,
In 1927, when it was proposed to create a General Inspection of
Labour, a scandal was aired in regard to this highly profitable labour
venture. The missionary of reform was none other than that unscrupu-
lous conquistador—the Marquis de Monpezat, colonist, official, and
director of the Fofonfe Iwlockmoise. Monpezat's important Interests In
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